[Function preserving surgery of limb sarcomas: history and improvements].
In the seventies, limb-sparing surgery and radiation therapy appeared capable of successfully treating the great majority of adult patients with soft tissue sarcomas of the extremities. No survival benefit could be demonstrated in the patients selected for amputation. Microscopically positive surgical margins are related to a greater risk of local recurrence, whereas overall survival is compromised by high grade and large tumor size. Presurgery multidisciplinary discussion, management in reference center and management within cancer network independently predict conformity to the clinical practice guidelines. Reoperation should be a planned part of definitive management whenever the initial surgical procedure was done without a histologic diagnosis or was not planned to be a wide excision. Soft tissue flap reconstruction facilitates therapy for patients with locally advanced tumors so that patients with larger tumors can undergo resection, limiting complications and limb sacrifice. Vascular reconstruction is a feasible option in case of involvement of major vessels. Isolated limb perfusion (ILP) with TNF and chemotherapy is an efficient limb-sparing neoadjuvant therapy for locally advanced limb soft tissue sarcomas. Efficacy and safety of low-dose TNFalpha could greatly facilitate ILP procedures in the near future.